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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE SCALAR DOUBLE-WELL 
PROBLEM ALLOWING MICROSTRUCTURE 

CARSTEN CARSTENSEN AND PETR PLECHAC 

ABSTRACT. The direct numerical solution of a non-convex variational problem 
(P) typically faces the difficulty of the finite element approximation of rapid 
oscillations. Although the oscillatory discrete minimisers are properly related 
to corresponding Young measures and describe real physical phenomena, they 
are costly and difficult to compute. 

In this work, we treat the scalar double-well problem by numerical solution 
of the relaxed problem (RP) leading to a (degenerate) convex minimisation 
problem. The problem (RP) has a minimiser u and a related stress field 
a = DW** (Vu) which is known to coincide with the stress field obtained by 
solving (P) in a generalised sense involving Young measures. If Uh is a finite 
element solution, ah := DW**(VUh) is the related discrete stress field. We 
prove a priori and a posteriori estimates for a - uh in L4/3(Q) and weaker 
weighted estimates for Vu - Vuh. The a posteriori estimate indicates an 
adaptive scheme for automatic mesh refinements as illustrated in numerical 
experiments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When we observe certain alloys near a critical temperature under a microscope 
we may see some fine layering called "microstructure". A mathematical model of 
these phenomena is possible by minimisation of an energy function [BJ87, BJ92]. 
The Ericksen-James energy density serves as an example 

( 1.1 ) 

W(F) = k(C0ll + C22 - 2)2 + k2Cl2 + k3 (Cl1 - C22)2/2 - E2) 

where C = FTF = (Cj) is the Cauchy deformation tensor and F = Vu is the de- 
formation gradient (k1, k2, k3, e are material constants). In this paper, we consider 
the scalar double-well problem where 

(1.2) W: IR I F F-F-2+ - F-F212 

for F1, F2 E Rn, F1 : F2. The scalar problem with (1.2) can be deduced from (1.1) 
in an anti-plane shear model and is considered in [Chi9l, CC92, CL91, NW92, 
NW95]. A characteristic feature in this field of applications is that the energy 
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density W > 0 is non-convex and W(F) = 0 if and only if F equals one of the two 
wells F1 or F2. 

Definition 1.1. Let Q C IRn be a bounded Lipschitz domain with the boundary 
IF and let jjuljp (resp. Ijullj,p) denote the norm in LP(Q) (resp. W1'P(Q)) and 
Vu(x) E IRn is the gradient of u. 

Given functions uO E W1'P(Q), if, g E L2(Q), let A be a weakly closed subset of 

(1.3) uo +Ao ) Ao := {v E WP(Q): v = O a.e. on 0o}, 

where ro is a measurable subset of r with a positive surface measure. Let a > 0 
and define a functional I on W1'P(Q) by 

I(v) f W(Vv(x)) dx + a If f (x)- v(x) 12 dx 
(1.4) 

-j g(x) v(x) dx (v E W P(Q) 

Then the minimization problem (P) consists of seeking a minimiser u of I in A. 

As is illustrated in Young's well-known example, problems like (P) may have 
many minimisers or may have no classical solution at all: 

Example 1.1. Let n = 1 and Q = (0,1), W(s) := (1 -_s2)2 (so Fj (-1)J), and 
let = 0, g =O and uo = 0. Consider A = uo + Ao with ro = r ={ , 1}. Then 
0 = inf{II(u) u E A} is attained for all u E A with u = ?1 almost everywhere in 
(0,1). Thus, there are infinitely many solutions. 

If a = 1, g = 0 and f E L2(Q) with -1 < f' < 1 almost everywhere in (0,1), 
then 0 = inf{I(u): u E A} but I(u) > 0 for each u E A, so (P) has no solution. 
See [NW95] for more details in the case n = 1. 

Although there is no classical solution one can generalise (P) (as mentioned, e.g., 
in [KP91] and exploited in [Rou]) so that there is a generalized solution involving a 
displacement u E A and a Young measure v (cf., ?2 below for details). Then there 
is a stress field 

(1.5) j:= DW(A) dv(A) 
in 

(DW represents the gradient of W) which describes the stresses of minimizing 
sequences in Problem (P). Since the stress field is of practical interest, we emphasize 
the numerical approximation of (1.5) in this paper. 

In scalar approximation problems, like Problem (P), it is enough to consider a 
relaxation via a convex envelope [Dac89]. 

Definition 1.2. Let W** be the convex envelope of W and define the relaxed 
functional I** on W1'P(Q) by 

I**(v) := W**(Vv(x)) dx + a If (x) -v(x) 2 dx 
(1.6) 

- j g(x) . v(x) dx (v E W "P(0)) 

Then Problem (RP) consists of finding a minimiser u of I** in A. 
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Problem (RP) has a minimiser u which then defines the stress field 

(1.7) a = DW**(Vu) 

such that a in (1.7) actually equals a in (1.5) and is independent of u amongst 
the solutions of (RP); see [Fri94]. Therefore, to compute the stress field associated 
with Problem (P) it is sufficient to solve numerically the degenerate convex problem 
(RP) using a standard Galerkin scheme: 

Definition 1.3. Let AOh be a discrete (i.e. finite dimensional) subspace of A0 and 
let Ah := (uo + AOh) n A. Then Problem (RPh) consists of finding a minimiser uh 
of I** in Ah. 

For the double-well problem (1.2), the discrete stress field 

(1.8) Ch :=DW (Vuh) 

is unique, i.e., Ch is independent of Uh chosen as one of the solutions of Problem 
(RPh) (see Theorem 2 below). 

From [Fri94] we can conclude convergence in measure of Ch to v; see ?2 below 
where we briefly recall some known facts on relaxation. In addition, for the double- 
well problem at hand, we will prove strong convergence of the stress field in ?3 (a 
slightly more general case) and in ?4 (for W as given in (1.2)). From Corollary 1 
in ?4, we obtain 

(1.9) jjo - JhII4/3 ? C . inf Iju - Vh IIl1,4 
Vh EAh 

for all solutions u of (RP) and a uniquely given in (1.7). 
The situation is more involved for the displacement fields which will be studied in 

?5. Under some circumstances, like A = Wo'4(Q), there is uniqueness of solutions 
to (RP) (even if ar = 0) and weaker weighted error estimates for the displacement 
fields Uh are established. In ?6 we will prove convergence of Young measures 11h 

which are constructed from the solution Uh of the relaxed problem to describe 
oscillations arising in minimising sequences of Problem (P). In some sense, the 
supports of IVh converge strongly to supp Iv, but there is only weak convergence for 
the coefficients, the volume fractions. 

So far only a priori error estimates like (1.9) are considered in ?3-?6. However, 
since higher regularity of u does not seem to be known, a priori error estimates are 
of limited use in a practical error control: What is the meaning of the right-hand 
side in (1.9) if we have no information about the smoothness of u at all? Therefore, 
a posteriori error estimates of the following type are important 

(1.10) 
jjc - 

JhI14/3 + aIjU 
- 

UhII2 < c (- E h(T)) 
TETh 

and will be established in ?7. Quantities 1lh(T) are computable for each triangle 
T (see ?7 and ?8 for details). From (1.10) we obtain some error control, even in 
cases where we have no a priori information, as illustrated in numerical experiments 
reported in ?8. As nh (T) indicates an error distribution we will present an adaptive 
algorithm for automatic mesh refinement and apply it to numerical examples. 

In summary, there is no loss of information if we consider the relaxed problem 
(RP) instead of minimising (P) (provided we are only interested in the macroscopic 
variables u, a, and v). The situation is, however, intrinsically more complicated 
in the vectorial case (i.e. for displacements u : iR -* Rm if m, n > 2). While the 
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relaxation is again possible using the quasi-convex envelope Wa of W (as in 1.1), 
W4 is explicitly known only in a few cases. Hence, one may face a direct numerical 
minimization of Problem (P) again. 

2. RELAXED AND GENERALISED PROBLEM 

Although the minimization problem (P) may have no solution, there exist min- 
imising sequences (uj) in A, such that 

lim I (uj) = inf I (v). 
j-A*o veA 

Using standard arguments we observe that, (see, e.g., [Dac89] for details), first, (uj) 
is bounded in W1'4(Q) (in case of growth conditions like (3.1) below) and, second, 
(u3) has a weak-convergent subsequence (since W1'4(Q) is reflexive). The third 
property, the weak-lower semi-continuity of I, is lacking because W is not convex 
[Dac89]. However, we may assume that (u3) is weakly convergent towards some u 
in W1'4(Q), 

(2.1) (uj) u (weakly) in W1'4(Q). 

As a standard result in relaxation theory, see, e.g., [Dac89], the weak limit u solves 
(RP). To describe oscillations of (u3), we may consider a weak-convergence result 
for Radon measures. 

Definition 2.1. Let Co(Rh) be the Banach space of all continuous functions f 
R' -* R with lim1u,1z f(u) = 0. Let M(K) be the Banach space of Radon 
measures supported in K C R' endowed with the norm |[LHM : LHM(K) = 

IK dply. L`(Q;AM(RRn)) denotes the Banach space of families of measures (vx 
x E Q) with vx E M(IRn) for almost all x E Q and such that 

(Vg): Q - R, x -(vi ) = (A)dvx(A) 

is measurable for each g E Co(Rn). The norm L?(Q;;M((Rn)) is essSUpxEQ 11'X IIM. 
Let YM(Q; Rn) be the set of all v E L' (?; M(IRn)) which are probability measures 
(i.e. vx > 0 and 1 = '-VXjjM for almost all x E ?). Then a sequence (Fk) in 
LP(Q; iRn) is said to generate a Young measure v if v E YM(Q; inR) and 

(g(Fk)) * (v,g) (weak star) in L' (Q) for all g E Co(Rn). 

Theorem 1 ([Bal89]). Assume that the sequence (uj) is bounded in Wl'P(Q)m, 
1 < p < co. Then there exists a subsequence (Uk) such that (VUk) generates 
a Young measure v. Moreover, if g E C(IR) and g(VUk) is sequentially weakly 
relatively compact in L1(A), A a measurable subset of Q, then 

(g(VUk)) - Jg(F)dv(F) (weakly) in L1(A). D 

The Young measure related to (P) conveys information about oscillations of min- 
imising sequences, cf., e.g., [Bal89, BJ92, Chi9l, CC92, Fri94, NW95] and compare 
also ?6 where we determine it from u as approximate Young measures from the 
solutions uh of (RPh) . The weak limit u in (2.1) is linked to the Young measure v 
by 

(2.2) Vu(x) = (uvxjd). 
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Remark 2.1. The relaxed problem (RP) is connected with a generalised Problem 
(GP) (cf., e.g., [KP91, Rou, NW92]) which (in the scalar case) consists of finding 
a minimiser (u, iv) E A x YM(Q; Rn) of 

(2.3) 

I(v, VX) (W vx)d dx + a If (x) v(x)I2 dx-t g(x) .v(x) dx 

amongst all {v E W1',P (Q), vx E YM(Q; Rn); Vv(x) = (vx XId)} . Then one can ver- 
ify W** (Vu) = (W, vx for almost all x E Q and obtain the mentioned connections 
between (P), (RP) and (GP). 

Remark 2.2. We refer to [DK91, KP91, Ped92] for the Young measure and its 
generating sequence in the vectorial case. We emphasise that (2.2) is not sufficient 
to ensure that v is generated by a sequence of gradients with a weak limit u. 

As part of a generalised solution of (P), the Young measure v allows a compu- 
tation of a weak limit of stresses corresponding to minimising sequences: Define a 
by (1.5) and oj :DW(Vuj) where uj is a minimising sequence of I. Then we 
have convergence oj -- a in measure as proved in [FRi94] in a scalar case (under 
affine boundary conditions and ar = 0, g = 0). Moreover, the stress field (1.5) 
equals DW**(Vu) whenever u solves (RP). This relation emphasises the physical 
meaning of C in (1.5): a is the macroscopic stress field and can be measured in 
physical processes. 

We refer to ?5 for details on the gradients and to ?6 for details on the Young 
measures. 

3. NUMERICAL TREATMENT OF (RP) 

We will show in ?4 that W (as given in (1.2)) satisfies the following hypothesis 
assumed throughout this section. 

Definition 3.1. Assume that W: Rn - IR is Cl and that there exist positive 
constants cl, . .. , C5 and p, q, r, s E (1, oc) with max{1 + q, 2n/(n + 2)} < p such 
that, for all EF Rn 

(3.1) max{c IFIP - c2,O} < W(F) < c3 + c41FIP, 

(3.2) IDDW** (F) I < C5 -(1 + IFIq), 

IDW**(F) - DW**(E)'r ?C6 (1 + IFIs + JE8s) 
( (DW** (F) - DW** (E)) (F - E). 

Let Z: Rn -*Rn 1 F |-+ DW** (F) T. 

Theorem 2. Under the hypothesis of Definition 3.1 there exist minimisers u (resp. 
Uh) of (1.6) in A (resp. Ah). The stresses and discrete stresses are uniquely 
determined, i.e., if u and v are two solutions of (RP) (resp. (RPh)), then 

Z(Vu) = Z(Vv) a.e. in Q. 

Furthermore, if 1 + s/p < t < r, then 

(3.4) 

jjo - JhIIr/t + caju - Uh|j2 < C7 (cinf lu - VhI2 + jVu - VVh IIr/t) 
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for o:= Z(Vu) and 0h := (VUh) provided u E Wl~r/(r-t)(Q) solves (RP) and Uh 

E Wlr/(r-t)(Q) solves (RPh). The constant C7 > 0 depends on QFFO, c. i ... C6 

and p, q, r, s only. 

Proof. Since W** inherits the growth conditions (3.1), the convex minimization 
problem (RP) has a minimiser. Given two solutions u and v of (RP) the Gateaux- 
derivative of I** in the direction u - v is zero either at u or v. The difference 
between these two identities shows 

(3.5) j(z(Vu) -(Vv)) V(u- v) dx <-a I u -V2 dx < 0. 

T 
Note that the integrand (Z(Vu) - Z(Vv)) V(u - v) is non-negative by (3.3) 

and belongs to L1(Q) by (3.1), (3.2) and q + 1 < p. Therefore, we infer that the 
integral is zero and, moreover, the integrand is pointwise zero almost everywhere in 
Q. Applying (3.3) to F - Vu(x) and E = Vv(x) we obtain Z(Vu(x)) = Z(Vv(x)) 
for almost all x E Q. The same arguments prove uniqueness of 0(h as well. Hence, 
we may set u : = Z(Vu) and oh : (Vuh) for some solution u and uh of (RP) and 
(RPh), respectively. 

We now prove some standard a priori bounds for u and Uh. The convex envelope 
W** satisfies the same growth conditions as W so we find from uo E Ah that 

c1jVuhjp - c2 meas(Q) - j1g|21jUhIj2 < I**(Uh) < I**(uo). 

Since 1/2 > I/p - 1/n the embedding W1'P(Q) -4 L2(Q) is bounded by some Ci > 
0. As FO has positive surface measure, Poincares inequality shows C21IUh 1,p < 

jIVuhIHp. Hence, 

C1C2 IIUhII ,P - C1IfH2UhII1,p < I*(uo) + c2 meas(Q), 
and so IIUh II,p < c8 where c8 is the positive root of 

C1C2P - CP-Cl 1f 112 - C8-I** (UO)- C2 meas(Q) = 0. 

The same arguments show that JIu111,p < c8 as well. 
In the next step we derive bounds for the stresses. Taking the power 1/t in (3.3) 

we obtain 

11 hIr/t < c/tj( + jVuI8 + IVuhKS)1/t ((o -h)(VU- VUh)) 1/t dx. 

By H6lder's inequality with exponents t and t', { + t = 1, on the right-hand side 
and by taking the power t, 

(3.6) 

|9- Jh |r/t < C6 11 + IVUj + IVUh Ilt' * j(9 - gh)T. (VU - VUh) l. 

Since Vu and Vuh are bounded in LP(Q)n by c8, we obtain with st'/t < p 

jI1 + IVus + VuhIslt, (j 3t'/t(I + IVuIp + IVUh I) dX) 

< 3(meas(Q) + 2cP)t/t' =: c9/c6. 

Using this inequality and 0 < (v - Jh)T (Vu - Vuh) in (3.6), we obtain 

(3.7) |9- JhI|r/t < C9 j( - h)T. (Vu - VUh) dx. 
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The Galerkin orthogonality, 

(3.8) j(G - Jh) * VVhdx + 2cj (u - Uh)Vhdx = 0 (Vh e Aoh) 

leads, for each Vh E Ah, in (3.7) to 

jjo - 9hjr/t ?< C9 (J- h)(d (VUj-VVh) dx + 2ha dX -U h)(Uh - Vh) dx. 

By Cauchy's and H6lder's inequalities 

H9 - 9hIIr/t + 2aju- -Uh 112 ?C9 11- Jh r/t IIVU - VVh llr/(r-t) 

+ 2ajju- Uhj|21jU - VhIj2 

and from Young's inequality (xy < xr/r+yr'/rf for x, y > 0, 1/r+ 1/r' = 1) follows 

IIo - Jh Ir/t + 2cju - Uh 112 < cg(2/r)1lr/1) (rt) + 2U - Vhj12 

which is (3.4). E 

Remark 3.1. Whenever ar > 0, then (RP) and (RPh) have unique solutions. If 
a = 0 this is in general false, see Example 1.1; however, see ?5 for some uniqueness 
results. 

Remark 3.2. In the discrete problem (Ph), minimisers exist (according to compact- 
ness arguments in the finite dimensional case); but they are difficult to compute. 
This is mainly caused by a cluster of local minimisers around a global minimiser 
which have almost the same (minimal) energy. Moreover, given an approximation 
to a local minimiser, it is not easily verified whether this is a global minimiser 
or a nearby local minimiser. This situation cannot happen in the computation 
of solutions to (RPh) since, by convexity of I**, each local minimiser is a global 
minimiser. 

Remark 3.3. If, in addition, t < r(1 - l/p), then u E W1'P(Q) is bounded in 
Wl r/(r-t)(Q) and the right-hand side of (3.4) tends to zero as h -> 0. Otherwise, 
convergence is not guaranteed a priori because, to the knowledge of the authors, 
higher regularity of u has not yet been established for n > 1; cf., [NW95] for n = 1. 

Remark 3.4. In this paper we compute the convex envelope of W analytically for 
(1.2). In other cases, the convex envelope W** can be approximated numerically 
(see, e.g., [BC94]). 

Before we continue with the double-well problem in ?4, let us consider a related 
(relaxed) problem, analysed in [Fre90], which has applications in elastoplastic anti- 
plane shear [BP90, GT81] and optimal shape design [GKR86]. 

Example 3.1. Let 0 < tj < t2 and 0< t12 < i,-t be positive real numbers that 
satisfy tigi = t2g12. We define a Cl function b(t) with the following properties: 
0(0) = 0, and for all t > 0 

[p, t if 0<t<ti, 
(3.9) '(t) := < tIg1 = t2g2 if tl < t < t2, 

t2 v t if t2 < t. 
Under the assumption g2 < p,- the function / is convex and the function W(F) 

i(IF ) defined for all F E in satisfies the assumptions of Definition 3.1. Indeed, 
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convexity of L implies W** = W, and DW(F) = q(jFI) F where q(O) := 0 
and q$(t) := '(t)/t for t > 0. It is essential to note that L2 < b < it and 
q is a monotone decreasing function. Simple calculations yield constants in the 
assumptions of Definition 3.1: Ci = [2/2, C2 = C3 = O C4 = gl/2, C5 = [I, 

C6 = 1/g, and parameters p = r = 2. The assumptions are satisfied for all q > 1 
and s > 0. While the proof of (3.1) and (3.2) is straightforward, we sketch the 
proof of (3.3): For E, F E in set of := DW**(E) = aE and r := DW** (E) = /F, 
where a = b(IEI) and / = Ob(IFI). Assuming 0 < JE < IFI we infer 

(DW**(F) - DW**(E))(F - E) = ( - T) (ala - T//3) 

I I o- + a-1)15a _ T12 + 
I (a1_pl)lf2- 112). - 1(1?a 

1i-2 - -a 
2 2 I?(i P)Ii T) 

According to JEl < IFl we have Iul < ITI and U2 < / < a < ? , therefore the last 
term on the right-hand side is non-negative. This proves (3.3) with c6 = 1/g, and 
s= 0. 

The proof of Theorem 2 holds true for t = 1 and s = 0 as well (it is simpler) 
so that Theorem 2 shows uniqueness results for the stress as in [Fre90, Proposition 
2.3] and gives an error estimate 

(3.10) 

1l9 T 0hll2 + oj/u - Uhll2 < C7 * inf (allu - Vhl12 + lVU - VVhll) 

for the stress variables in any dimension (cf., [Fre90, Theorem 4.1] for a similar 
result in the case n = 1). 

4. DOUBLE-WELL PROBLEM AS A SPECIAL CASE 

We start with a reformulation of W as defined in (1.2) to give an explicit repre- 
sentation of W** and to verify the hypothesis in Definition 3.1. 

Definition 4.1. Let A := (F2 - FI)/2 $ 0 and B := (F1 + F2)/2. Define (s)+: 
max{s, 0} for any real s. 

Proposition 1. If W is defined in (1.2), then for all F E Rl, 

(4.1) 

W(F) = (IF - B2 -A 12) +4(A12 IF-Bl2 -[AT (F - B)]2), 

(4.2) 

W**(F) = [(IF-BB2 - lAl2) ] +4(lAl2 IF-B2 - [AT. (F - B)]2). 

Proof. The identity (4.1) is proved by direct calculations; we omit the details. To 
prove (4.2), let w(F) = w(F) + w2(F) denote the right-hand side of (4.2). 

Note that w, (F) := [(IF - Bl2 - lAl2) ] is convex in F because w1 is the 

composition of a convex and monotone function s F (S2 - lA12)2 and the convex 
function F - IF - BI. The function W2 is smooth, its second Frechet derivative is 

(4.3) D 2W2(F)(GH) = 8 (AI2GT. H - (AT. G)(AT. H)) 

and, from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, D2w is a positive semi-definite bilinear 
form. Hence, W2 is convex and so is w. 
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Since w < W and w is convex, we have w < W** < W. To prove w > W** we 
consider Fo E Ri with w(Fo) < W(Fo), whence IFo - B < [AI and 

w(Fo) = 4(jA2 Fo- B12 - [AT (Fo - B)]2). 

Since Fo - BI < JAI, we conclude that there exist real ai < 0 < a2 with 

(4.4) lFj-B =[AI and Fj:=Fo +ac A (j = 1,2). 

Hence, for j = 1, 2, we can calculate 

W(Fj) = 4(A 2 -Fo -B + ajA12 - [AT (F0 - B + cajA)]2) = (Fo). 

Let A = a2/(a2- a,). Then 

Fo = AF1 + (1- A)F2 and w(Fo) = AW(F1) + (1- A)W(F2) 

and so, since W** is convex and W** < WI 

W**(Fo) < AW**(Fi) + (1 - A)W**(F2) < AW(F1) + (1 - A)W(F2) = w(Fo), 

which concludes the proof. E 

In the second step we prove (3.3). 

Definition 4.2. Let A:= (F2-F1)/2 0, Ao := JAK- A, and B:= (F1+F2)/2. 
Let li denote the n x n-unit matrix and let 0 be the dyadic product of two vectors. 
Then 

P = f - Ao X Ao 
denotes the orthogonal projection in RIn onto span{A}l, the orthogonal comple- 
ment of span{A}. Define the function : in -* in by 

(4.5) 

E(F):= 4 (IF-B B2 -_ A12) [ ? 21AI2IP (F - B) (F E IR n). 

Proposition 2. For any F, G E in and 

(IF - B12 _ jAI2)+, = (IG - B12 _ jAI2)+, 

we have E3(F) = DW**(F)T and 

(4.6) 

IF_(F) - (G)I 2 < 8(71 + ( + 21A 12) 
. E(F) - (G)) (F-G) 

Proof. By direct calculations, 3(F) = DW** (F)T and we focus on (4.6). Through- 
out the proof let U := F-B, V := G-B and let the real numbers e1, ... , e8 denote 
certain expressions as defined below. Since (4.6) is symmetric in F and G, we as- 
sume (without loss of generality) that 0 < n < (, i.e., IVI < JUI. It follows from 
the definition of 3(F) and Y(G) that 

(E(F)- ())G (F-G) =81A12 .(F-G)T .Pp (F-G) 

Jr 4(U -V)T ((U _ 7V) 
el + e2. 

Writing (U - 7'V (U - V) + !(U + V) in e2 we obtain 

e2= 2(( + n)U - V12 + 2(( -0) 1U12 - IV12) e3 + e4. 
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Note that el > 0, e3 > 0 and e4 2(Q-t 1) (1U12 - IV12) > 0 (because of 0 < 1 < () 
and we have verified 

(4.7) el +e3 +e4= (z(F)-z(c))G (F-G) 

By definition of E(F), Y(G) again, we obtain 

(4.8) 

IS_(F) - Y(G)12 < 181A12IP(F - G) + 4(U - 4r7V12 

< 1281Aj4jP(F - G)12 + 161(U - V2 e5 + e6. 

Since IP is a symmetric projection, 

e5 = 1281A 4(F - G)TP(F - G) = 16jA12el. 

Using the above splitting of (U - rV again, we are led to 

e6 = 16(U -_ VI2 < 8(Q + r,)21U - V12 + 8(( - r,)21U + V2 : e7 + e8. 

Note that 

e7 = 8(( + 7)21U _V12 = 4(( + 7)e3- 

We remark that 0 < 7- < JU12 IV12 and 2 jU+V12 < JU12 + jV12 < (++?21AJ2 
(even if n = 0 because then IVI < JAI). Hence, 

e8 = 8( -<)2lU?Vj2 ? 16(Q -j)( U22 - 1V2)(A+?+2lA[2) = 8(+?7+21Aj2)e4. 

Gathering the above estimates for e5, e6, e7 and e8, we get from (4.8), 

JE(F) - E(G) 12 <e5 + e7 + e8 < 8(( + 7 + 21A12)(el + e3 + e4). 

According to (4.7), this proves (4.6). O 

The inequality (1.9) readily follows as a special case of Theorem 2 and we present 
it as a separate corollary. 

Corollary 1. As defined in (1.2), W satisfies the hypothesis in Definition 3.1 with 
p = 4, q = 3, r = 2, s = 2. The conclusion of Theorem 2 is valid, in particular, for 
all p with 1 < p < 4/3, 

(4.9) 

-9hJhp ?a~u - UhHJ2 ? _2_Vc9* inf4 ( ~u-VhhH2 + ||Vu-VVhJHp/(pl) 

for all o := E(Vu) and 0(h := (VUh) provided u solves (RP) and Uh solves (RPh). 

Proof. A rough estimation of W (as given in (1.2)) shows that (3.1) holds for p - 4, 
cl = 1/8, C2 = C3 = 8 . max{IF, 4, 1F2 14}, and C4 = 8. Moreover, (3.2) is true with 
q = 3 and 

C5 :=8max{2, 3F3 ? 1B[(A2 ? jBj2) + 2(jA12 + 1Bj)3/2)}. 

From Proposition 2, we obtain (3.3) with r = 2 and c6 16max{1, IA12 + 21B12}. 
Therefore, Theorem 2 applies to the double-well problem in question and concludes 
the proof. D 
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5. REMARKS ON THE GRADIENTS IN THE DOUBLE-WELL PROBLEM 

In general, we can neither expect to have uniqueness of the displacement field 
nor (as a consequence) get bounds for the gradients, cf., Example 1.1. However, 
we obtain estimates in weighted norms and uniqueness of the gradients under some 
circumstances. 

We start with an analogue of Proposition 2 and consider W as defined in (1.2). 

Proposition 3. For any F, G E in and 

& (IF -B2 - IA2)+, = (G -B12 - JAI2)+ 

we have 

81A12. IPF - IPG12 + 2( + 7)AT (F - G)12 + 2(( _ )2 

(5.1) / \T F-) 
< (j(F)-YZ(G)). F- 

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2 we see that the three terms on the 
left-hand side in (5.1) are bounded by e1, e3 and e4 while the right-hand side equals 
el + e3 + e4- 0 

Theorem 3. Two solutions u and v of (RP) (resp. of (RPh)) satisfy almost ev- 
erywhefe in-Q 

PVu = PVv and ([Vu - B12 - A12)+ = (IVv - B2 -A2)+, 

and for almost all x E Q with (IVu(x) -B12 _ 1A2)+ = (1Vv(x) -B12 - IA12)+ > 0 

we have Vv(x) = Vu(x). 
The microstructure region for two solutions u and v are identical, i.e., 

{x E Q: [Vu(x) - B < [Al} = {x E Q: lVv(x) - BI < JA}. 

We have u = v almost everywhere in 

QO,A := U{x E Q: (x, y) C Q and (y - X)T * A = 0 for y E Fo}, 

where (x, y) := {Ax + (1 - A)y: 0 < A < 1} is the open interval between x and y. 
In particular, u = v in case F = Io. 

Proof. According to Theorem 2, Z(Vu) = Z(Vv) almost everywhere in Q, so that 
Proposition 3 shows the first part of the theorem. Define w := u - v and notice 
that Vw l A almost everywhere in Q. Hence, there is some a E L1 (Q) with 
Vw(x) = a(x)A for almost all x E Q. Let x denote a Lebesgue point of Vw and 
let the ball B(x, 6) = {y C in: ly-xI < e} belong to Q. Consider y c B(x, 6), 
x =A y, with (yx)T A = 0, i.e., y E x + span{A}l. We know from the fine 
properties of Sobolev functions that w is absolutely continuous on almost all (in 
the sense of the Lebesgue measure on in- 1) lines parallel to x - y (cf., e.g., [EG92]). 
Since Vw = aA, w is constant on almost every of these lines. We conclude that 
the function a depends only on the A-direction of the argument, i.e., in each ball 
B(xo, co) c Q, we have a function b E L1(R) with a(x) b(x) (AT. (x - xo)) for 
almost all x E B (xo, co). Integration along straight lines in B (xo, so) now shows 
that w is a function which depends (absolutely continuously) on the A-direction of 
the arguments only. Hence, even globally, w is absolutely continuous and constant 
on components of the intersection of Q with hyperplanes in the direction A. 
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If x E QO,A we have an interval (x, y) that connects x and y, such that w is 
constant along (x, y). The Dirichlet boundary condition gives w(y) = 0, whence 
w(x) - 0. C] 

According to Theorem 3, the following coefficients are uniquely defined (i.e., they 
do not depend on the choice of the minimisers u and Uh). 

Definition 5.1. Let u solve (RP) and let Uh solve (RPh); we denote : 
(lu - B12 _- A 2)+ and (h := (lVuh -B 12 - A 2)+. The microstructure re- 
gion and its approximation are defined as the sets Qm := {X E Q: ((x) = O} and 
Qmh := fx E Q: (h(X) = 0}, respectively. 

Proposition 3 yields an error estimate for (h and Uh. 

Theorem 4. There exists a positive constant c10 which depends only upon I but 
not on Ah, such that 

(5.2) 

jPVVu - PVuhII2 + ?| ( + (hj ? Ag' (Vu -VUh)JJ2 + jj-( hII2 + au - Uh112 

< Clo inf (alu - Vhll2 + J|VU -VVh 14). 

Proof. Let LHS denote the left-hand side in (5.2) multiplied by a generic constant. 
Apply Proposition 3 to Vu(x) and VUh(X) for almost all x E Q and integrate to 
verify 

LHS2? j(u - 9h) (VU - VUh) dx + alu - Uh|j2. 

According to (3.8), for any Vh E Ah, this gives 

LHS2 < j(- ah ) * (Va - VVh) dx + 2aj (a-ah)(ah-Vh)dx + a||-Uh| 2 

?1< - gh14X/31VTU - Vvhjj4 + 2a j( - Uh)(U - Vh) dx - al - Uah 2 - 

Then with Corollary 1, LHS2 < infhEAh (aila - Vhj|2 ? JVU - VVhhI4). 

Remark 5.1. In the case n = 1, Nicolaides and Walkington proved strong conver- 
gence of gradients for a slightly modified numerical method in [NW95]. The ques- 
tion of strong convergence of gradients in a Galerkin scheme under consideration 
here is still open even for n = 1. 

6. REMARKS ON YOUNG MEASURES 

In the double-well problem (with W given in (1.2)) the Young measure v, de- 
scribed in Theorem 1 is known as soon as we determine a solution of (RP): 

Definition 6.1. For any F E RI with IF-Bj < jAI define A(F) E [0, 1] and S?(F) 
by 

(6.1) A(F) (1 + AT . (F-B). (A 12 -JIP(F - B)2) 12) 

(6.2) S?(F) B + IP(F - B) ? (1A 12 -_P(F - B) 12) 1/2 . Ao. 
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\ / /~~~~~~ />S+(F) - S(F)l 

S_(F) 
I - A)IS+(F) - S(F)l 

FIGURE 1. Construction of 8(F) 

For F E in, let bF be the Dirac measure with mass F and let 8(F) E YM(Q; in) 

be 
(6.3) 

M(F): 6JF 
if JAI < IF - Bj, 

A(F) . S+ (F) + (1 - A(F)) - S_(F) if IF - Bj < JAI. 

Remark 6.1. The geometric interpretation of the support S? (F) of A (F) is depicted 
in Fig. 1: If AI < IF - B, then A(F) is a Dirac measure with the centre F. 
Otherwise F lies in the ball around B with radius JAI and there are two points 
S+ (F) and S_ (F) on the surface which belong also to the straight line through F 
in the direction A. The coefficient A(F) describes the location of F on the interval 
[S+(F), S_(F)]. 

Proposition 4. Assume that (uj) is a minimising sequence of I in A which is 
weakly convergent to u E A and which generates a Young measure v. Then u solves 
(RP) and vx = A(Vu(x)) for almost all x E Q. 

Proof. As in [Fri94] we conclude (with additional terms f, g and under general 
boundary conditions which cause no essential difficulties) that any vx (as given by 
Theorem 1) satisfies (2.2) and 

(6.4) 
W** is affine on convsuppvx and suppvx C {E E in: W(E) = W**(E)} 

for almost all x E Q. So it remains to fix such a point x and prove that F:= Vu(x) 
and (2.2) and (6.4) uniquely determine vx to be 8(F). It is obvious that vx = 6F 

in the case where the support of vx consists of one point only. So let us assume 
C,D E supp vx in the sequel with C 4 D. Then W** is affine on supp vx. By 
using notation from the proof of Proposition 1, W** =1 + w2 and wj is affine 
on the interval [C, D] C in. Since w1 vanishes or is strictly convex, we conclude 
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that wi(C) = wi(D) = 0, whence IC - B, ID -B < I A. Moreover, from (4.3) 
and D2w2 ( (D - C))(D - C, D - C) = 0 we obtain equality in Cauchy-Schwarz's 
inequality IAT. (D - C)l = D- CI I and infer that D - C is parallel to A. This 
and F E conv supp vi/ prove 

(6.5) supp v C F + span A. 

We showed IC-BI, ID-BI < JAI and evaluate (6.4), e.g., W(C) = W**(C). Hence, 
IC-BI = JAI = ID-BI. Consequently, for all S E supp v with IS-BI < JAI, we 
have IS - B = JAI and, by (6.5), 

(6.6) S - B = P(F - B)+t Ao. 

From (6.6), wecomputetfrom IS-Bl = Al and findt = A12_IP(F-B)121 
Compare (4.4) for a similar calculation. This yields S = S+ (F) or S = S_ (F) and 
so 

(6.7) supp vx {S?(F)} 

Finally, we calculate A E [0, 1] such that F = AS+(F) + (1 - A)S_(F) and get 
A = A(F). 1 

We conclude this section with a summary of few properties of discrete Young 
measures obtained in a post-processing after the calculation of a discrete solution 
to the relaxed problem. 

Definition 6.2. Let v E YM(Q; R') be generated by a minimising sequence of I 
in A (with W as given in (1.2)) which is weakly convergent to u in A. Define 

:= (1Vu - B12 _ JA12)+ and Qm := {x E Q: ((x) = 0}. 
Let uh be a solution of (RPh) and set vh := A(VUh) E YM(Q;IR') and (h 

(IVuh - B12 - IA12)+. Define 

S(F)= fS?(F) if IF - B < JAI, 
SF if JAI < IF - B, 

and dist(X; Y) inf(x, )Ex y Ix - y for two sets X, Y C R'. Assume Uh Ah is 

dense in A. 

Remark 6.2. (1): supp v is unique, i.e., if w denotes any solution of (RP) we 
have supp vx = ,u(Vw(x)) for almost all x E Q (although possibly u 74 w). 

(2): In general, v is not unique. But, if u is the unique solution of (RP) (see 
Theorem 3 for sufficient conditions), then v is unique and equals At(Vu) almost 
everywhere in Q. 

Proof. Note that supp A(F) depends upon P(F - B) only and P(Vu - B) is unique 
by Theorem 3, which shows (1). See Example 1.1 and Proposition 4 for the proof 
of (2). 0 

Since supp v C S(Vu) and S(Vu(x)) = supp vx for almost all x E Q with 
IVu(x) - B 4 JAI, the following estimate indicates a strong convergence of the 
support of Vh a.e. in Q (at least for a subsequence), even if v is non-unique. 
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Theorem 5. There exists a constant cl > 0 independent of h, such that 

(6.8) 

||Ph/2 dist (S(VUh);S(VU)) JJ2 < Cl inf (callu-VhHI2 + |Vu-VVVhH4) 
1/2 

where the weight Ph is given by Ph (X) = 1 for almost all x e Qm and Ph(X) = 

min{1, ~(x) + (h(X)} for almost all x e Q \ Qm. 

Proof. From Theorem 4 we obtain for almost all x e Q 

(6.9) 

11 min{1, (h + j} / (Vu - Vuh)2 < c inf (allu - VhH2 + ||Vu - VVhH4). 

Here and throughout this proof, c will denote a generic positive constant indepen- 
dent of h. 

Since S(F) is Lipschitz in the sense 

dist (S(F); S(G)) < cIF - GI (FIG e lRpn), 

we conclude from (6.9) that 

|| min{1, (h + (}1/2 dist (S(VUh); S(Vu)) 112 
(6.10) < c inf al(lu -Vh|2 + |Vu - VVhll4) 

Hence, it remains to prove that, in addition to (6.10), we have 

(6.11) 

dist (S(VUh);S(VU)) IIL2(/) < c -Vinf allu-VhH|2 + |Vu -VVhHJ4) 
1 

where Q' = {x E Qm: (h(X) < 1}. To prove (6.11), we consider x e Q' and set 
F := Vu(x), Fh := VUh(X). We distinguish the two cases JFh - B < JAI and 

AI < JFh - B1. In the case JFh - B < JAI, we have 

dist (S(Fh); S(F))2 
2 

=JP(F Fh)12 + [jA12 -_P(F - B)12]1/2 [-A 2 IP(Fh -B) ]/ 

? JP(F-F h)2 + I P(F-B)12-_IP(Fh-B)121 

? JP(F - Fh)I (QP(F - Fh)I + JP(F - B)I + P(Fh - B)l) 

? 41AI JP(F - Fh) I 

while in the case JFh - BI > JAI, writing ,h = JFh - B2 -A2 = IP(Fh - B)12 + 

I(Fh - B) -Ao12_A12 > 0, we obtain 
2 

dist (S(Fh);S(F))2 = IP(F - Fh)l2 ? IAI2 IR(F B)l2]1/2 -(Fh B)T 

< JD(F- h)12 + IIA 12 - P(F -B) 12 -I(Fh -B)T AoI2 
?JP(F-Fh)12 + A IP(Fh--B) 12 _ P(Fh-B) 12 - |A 

< ?h +2P(F-Fh)J |P(F-Fh)|+ P(F-B)l) 

< (h + 2JP(F-Fh)J (2JP(F-B) ? +P(Fh-B)J) 

< (h +2JP(F-Fh) (21AJ +?h). 
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Noting that (h < 1, we find in both cases that 

dist (S(Fh); S(F))4 ? c( J ? IIP(F -Fh)12) a.e. in Qh. 

By Theorem 4 this yields 

|| dist (S(VUh);S(VU)) 1124(Q) < c Vnf a(J -Vh112 + IIVu -VVhII4), 

which implies (6.11). 0 

Remark 6.3. If u is unique, we have weak convergence of the coefficients of the 
Young measure approximations 

(6.12) A(VUh) * A(Vu) (weak star) in L?(Q). 

7. A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATES 

We specify notation for the discretization dealing with conforming finite elements 
on regular triangulations. 

Definition 7.1. Let Q C Ii' have a polyhedral boundary F = rO. For each h > 0 
let Th be a regular partition of Q into n-simplices, called elements, (such that any 
two simplices are either disjoint or share a complete submanifold of their bound- 
aries). For each element T e Th, the ratio of the diameter hT of T and the diameter 
of the largest ball included in T is bounded from above by a universal constant C, 
independent of h. Let 8h be the set of all faces E of an element not belonging to r 
and let hE be the diameter of E E~ h. 

Let Sh'1 be the set of all (in general discontinuous) functions v: Q -E 
such that vIT is a polynomial of (total) degree at most k for all T E Th. Set 
Sk SG n C(Q) and define 

Sh' S~~~~'1 0 and0 
A :Sh n Wo P (Q) 

for some k > 1. 
Given a minimiser Uh of I** in Ah uo ? AOh, let oh : (VUh)- For all T E Th 

let 

(7.1) 

77h(T) hp' fp + 2a(f - Uh) + div hIp' dx + I hE, J I[UhnE]lIP ds. 

sT EC&T\r 

We assume p, p' to be conjugate exponents, i.e. 1/p + i/p' = 1. The integrand 
[o'hnE] denotes the jump of the discrete stresses crhnE along a face E of two neigh- 
bouring elements, nE is a unit normal vector of a fixed orientation along E, and 
summation in (7.1) is over all such faces of T. 

The following result implies (1.10) in ?1. 

Theorem 6. Assume the hypothesis of Definition 3. 1 and (7.1) with 1 + s/p < t < 
r. Then there exists a constant C12 > 0 independent of h, such that 

(7.2) 11cr - ghll/t + oalu - Uhll2 < C12 (S ( lh(T)) 
TETh 
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Proof. Using (3.7) and (3.8) and the Euler-Lagrange equation for the minimiser u, 
one obtains for all Vh E Ah, 

C9 - 9hII'r/t ? a - <-]UhJJ * D(u-Vh)aX 

+ j(u - Vh)(g + 2a(f- Uh)) dx. 

Element-wise integration by parts in the first integral proves that the upper bound 
equals 

S J (U-Vh)?(9+ 2c(f- Uh)+ divuh)dx? + j(u-vh)[uhr] dx. 

TETh EESh 

Now we choose an approximation Vh E Ah to u as in [Cle75] and obtain, as men- 
tioned, e.g., in [BS94, Ver94], that 

| - VhIILP(T) < C2hTIIUIIW1 P(AX(T))v 

|U- VhIILP(E) < C3hEj1 IIUIIW1,P(X(E)) 

for all T E Th and E E Fh where Vf(T) (resp. Vf(E)) is a domain occupied by 
all neighbouring elements of T including T itself (resp. E). The constants C2, C3 

depend only on Ci and k but not on h. Using this in the upper bound, we get from 
H6lder's inequality, 

C1 - ghIIr/t + 20aj U - Uh2 dx 

< C4Vui1 ,p( 5 hP ljg + a(f- Uh) + divuhl1PI(T))/ 
TETh 

+ C4HUl1,p ( S hE [Uhnf] ILP',(E) / 
EEah 

From this and IJuIII,p < c8, cf., the proof of Theorem 2, we conclude (7.2). C 

Remark 7.1. The above a posteriori estimate is computable with even the constants 
known in principle. Assuming (3.1)-(3.3) only, we have no hypothesis on the gra- 
dients therefore we used the rough estimate flu - VhIIl,p < jujjUI,p < c8. If one had 
sufficient control on jaU-Vh I1,p, the exponents of hT and hE in (7.1) could be larger 
and thereby (7.2) could be sharpened. 

Remark 7.2. The proofs of Theorems 3, 5 and 6 show that, in the case where W is 
defined by (1.2) and p = 4, 

(7.3) 
PIRVu - PVUhII2 + ?| ( + h ? /2 AT (Vu -VUh)II2 + j( - (hII2 ?+ alU- Uh112 

+ IjP/j dist (S(VUh); S(VU)) 112 < C13* (5 ?h(T))3 

TETh 

8. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

A numerical computation of a solution to (RPh) leads to a minimization of a 
discrete problem on a finite dimensional space with a typically large dimension. 
Hence, we have to take into account sparse structures of matrices that appear in a 
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standard descent algorithm. The Truncated Newton Method was shown in [Nas84] 
efficient for large-scale minimization problems like (RPh): 

Algorithm 1 (Algorithm to solve (RPh)). 
1. Choose uo4 and set j = 0. Until a stopping criterion is fulfilled continue with 

(2)-(4). 
2. Determine a search direction vh by performing a few steps of a preconditioned 

conjugate gradient algorithm to solve the linear system 

(8.1) D2Ih*(U4).* vh =-DI*( (Uh) 

3. Perform line search by computing (an approximation to) Ca E R such that 

I* (wM + ?Cv3) = min{I** (u + cav3) ac E R}. 

4. Update ujh = U + ?cav j := j + 1 and go to (2). 

Remark 8.1. As the relaxed problem is strictly convex (for ar > 0) the Hessian 

matrix D2Ih* (Uj) in (8.1) is positive definite and has a sparse structure because 
of the underlying FE approximation. We run a preconditioned conjugate gradient 
algorithm (PCG) in (2) where the preconditioner is simply the diagonal. Following 
[Nas84], the PCG iterations are terminated after a number of steps regarding com- 

puter effort and energy levels. Hence, in (2), v-h is an approximation between the 
steepest descent direction (i.e., for one CG step) and Newton-Raphson's corrector 
(i.e., for infinite CG steps) and is therefore called the truncated Newton method. 

In our numerical examples, reported below, 10 to 20 PCG steps were necessary 
in step (2) while we needed 10 to 30 line searches for any new mesh within a nested 
iteration (i.e., choose uo4 for a finer mesh as the interpolated discrete solution on 
the coarser mesh). Throughout our numerical experiments the computer effort has 
grown only linearly with the number of unknowns and so the standard solver based 
on Algorithm 1 proved to be efficient. 

For more details on the method and its implementation (such as approximation 
and updates of the Hessian which are not stored and computed explicitly) we refer 
to [Nas84] and references quoted therein. 

Our test examples are based on Tartar's example with a broken extremal (see, 
e.g., [NW92]). 

Example 8.1. Let n = 2 and Q = (0,1)2. Consider I as given in Definition 1.1 
where W is given in (1.2) with F1 = (-1, 0) and F2 = (1, 0) and, for 

fo(x) = -3/128(x - 0.5)5 - 1/3(x - 1/2)3, 

f (x,Iy) = fo(x), g(x, y) = 0, at = 1. Then from Tartar's one dimensional example 
the solution of (RP) is known to be 

U(X, Y) ( f fA x for 0?<x?<1/2, 
)1/24(x- 1/2)3 + x- 1/2 for 1/2 < x < 1. 

The minimal energy is E := minI** = 1409/30000 and microstructure is present 
in Qm = (0 1/2) x (0, 1). 

On uniform meshes (here: halved squares) with mesh size h, Algorithm 1 leads 
to approximate solutions uh of (RPh). In Tables 1 and 2 we displayed for each h the 
number of degrees of freedoms N = Nh and Eh - E, Eh := I** (Uh) is the energy 
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TABLE 1. Results on uniform meshes in Example 8.1 (interface known) 

N h Eh - E I1U-UhIIL2 eh :=IU-UhIIH1 T/h ah(eh) ah(rh) 

25 .250 6. Oe-05 2.3e-03 3. le-02 3.6e-01 
81 .125 1.5e-05 6.Oe-04 1.6e-02 2.6e-01 0.97 0.44 
121 .100 9.2e-06 3.8e-04 1.3e-02 2.4e-01 0.98 0.46 
289 .062 3.6e-06 1.5e-04 8.Oe-03 1.9e-01 0.98 0.47 
441 .050 2.3e-06 9.6e-05 6.4e-03 1.7e-01 0.96 0.48 
961 .033 1.Oe-06 4.3e-05 4.4e-03 1.4e-01 0.93 0.48 
1089 .031 8.9e-07 3.7e-05 4.2e-03 1.4e-01 0.90 0.49 
2601 .020 3.6e-07 1.5e-05 2.9e-03 1.1e-01 0.84 0.49 

TABLE 2. Results on uniform meshes in Example 8.1 (interface unknown) 

N h Eh - E JJU - UhIIL2 eh = U - UhiiHl nh ah(eh) ahh(nh) 

324 .059 1.2e-05 2.2e-03 1.2e-01 1.9e-01 
784 .037 3.4e-06 1.1e-03 9.6e-02 1.5e-01 0.50 0.48 
1444 .027 1.5e-06 6.7e-04 8.2e-02 1.3e-01 0.50 0.49 
2304 .021 8.le-07 4.7e-04 7.3e-02 1.1e-01 0.50 0.49 
3364 .018 5.Oe-07 3.5e-04 6.6e-02 1.Oe-01 0.50 0.49 

of (the computed approximation to) Uh; E is the minimal energy. The numerical 
results prove that the energy Eh is decreasing and seemingly convergent to E as 
h -*0. 

Since the solution u is known in Example 8.1, we computed the errors and 
reported the decreasing error norms JU- UhIH2 and eh:-U - Uhl11,2 in Tables 1 
and 2 as well. 

Note that the mesh sizes in Table 1 are such that the boundary of Qm coincides 
with element boundaries. Although the solution u is only piecewise smooth, u is 
smooth on each element whence 

(8.2) inf ||u - Vh II 1,4 = 0(h). 
Vh GAh 

Therefore, the a priori estimates in Theorem 4 predict linear convergence of Uh to u 
in a certain weighted energy-like norm. To compare this with the numerical results 
we compute the experimental convergence rate 

(8.3) ah (eh) = log(eh/eH)/ log (N j/NH/) 

where Nh, eh and NH, eH are number of degrees of freedom and errors on two 
succesive mshes. he quntity 1/2 successive meshes. The quantity Nh corresponds to h for uniform meshes and is 

used for comparisons with results on non-uniform meshes. Then Table 1 suggests 
that we have even linear convergence of the errors in the energy norm. 

On the other hand the meshes in Table 2 are such that the boundary of Qm 
does not coincide with element boundaries. Hence, (8.2) cannot be expected and, 
indeed, Table 2 indicates a convergence rate 1/2 only. 
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For an a posteriori error control we computed 

(8.4) 

?lh(T) :h + 2a(f -h) + div JhHI L4/3(T) + 2 S hEHI[Uh ThnE1IIL4/3(E) 
EC&TnQ 

for each element T in Th and then 

/ \ ~~3/8 

(8.5) lh:= (Zr h(T)) 

According to (1.10) and 7.3 we have, e.g., 

(8.6) 
||9- 9hH4/3 + |U - UhHJ2 + lPVU - PVUhI12 + j( - (hJ2 ? C* 7h- 

From Tables 1 and 2, we observe that nh is decreasing which indicates convergence 
owing to (8.6). The experimental convergence rates lh(qh) of nh (defined in a 
similar way to (8.3)) are also shown and indicate 1/2 in both cases. This coincides 
with the convergence rate of the energy norms in Table 2 and suggests that, the 
worst-case estimate (8.6) cannot, in general, be sharpened. 

So far we considered uniform meshes. Because of a possibly different behaviour 
of relaxed solutions in Qm and in Q \ Qm we may be interested in an adaptive 
automatic mesh refinement to improve the approximation property of the discrete 
spaces: in Example 8.1 a mesh refinement towards the line {1/2} x (0,1) (where 
u is non-smooth). Since the coefficients nih(T) are local (in the sense that they 
are computable for each element) they may serve to steer the mesh refinement. 
According to the literature (e.g., [Ver94]), we applied the following adaptive scheme. 

Algorithm 2 (Algorithm for adaptive mesh refinement). 
1. Start with a coarse initial mesh Tho, set k = 0. 
2. Solve the discrete problem Uhk on the mesh Thk. 

3. Compute nhk (T) for each T in Thk as in (8.4). 
4. Compute the upper error bound (4.1) and decide to stop (then terminate 

computation) or to refine (then go to (5)). 
5. Refine (i.e., halve the largest edge of) T E Thk provided 

1 
(8.7) ?lhk (T) > 2 . max 7lhk(T). 

2T'CThk 

6. Refine further triangles to avoid hanging nodes and thereby create a new mesh 

Thk+l. Update k to k + l and go to (2). 

In Example 8.1 we run Algorithm 2 starting with different uniform meshes whose 
element sides do not coincide with {1/2} x (0,1) (situation as in Table 2). The 
generated meshes are refined almost uniformly in Q \ Qm and near to the interface. 

To compress the output we draw the results for eh and nh in Fig. 2 where log(Nh/2) 
is plotted against - log(eh). According to the log-scaling, an algebraic convergence 
of order a is displayed by a slope a. 

From Fig. 2 one observes that the convergence behaviour of the meshes is con- 
siderably improved by Algorithm 2, where c (resp. d) refers to numerical results 
obtained with a regular (irregular) initial mesh (non-aligned with Qm in both cases). 

In the second example we were interested in a more general situation, where the 
exact solution as well as Qm are not known. 
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3.29 

a - uniform (92m aligned) 
b - uniform (?m non-aligned) 
c - adaptive (regular) 

3 d - adaptive (irregular) 

-logeh 

/I " 

2 1 

a 

b 

1 i1 

0.76 

0.55 1 log(V4) 2 2.19 

FIGURE 2. Errors eh := - Uh|I1,2 in Example 8.1 for uniform 
and adapted meshes 

Example 8.2. Rotate the wells of W by X = 4.7746483 and so let F1 :=-F2 
-(cos q, sin q). Define f (x, y) := fo (x cos q + y sin q) and the boundary condition 
uo (x, y) = fi (x cos X + y sin+) on aQ and adopt the remaining notation from Ex- 
ample 8.1. 

Since a priori information is lacking, we rely on a posteriori error estimates 
and computed nh as explained above for various uniform and adaptive meshes 
displayed in Fig. 3. As seen there, the upper bound r7h is decreasing and so 
indicates convergence with an experimental convergence rate ao = 1/2. Again, the 
meshes automatically generated by Algorithm 2 appear superior to the uniform 
meshes. 
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-0.039 - [ , ? , ' I , l i l ., , ,,, ,,,,,I ....................., 

a - uniform 
b - adaptive (regular) 
c - adaptive (irregular) 

-0.1 

-lougrnh|_ _a--- / 

-0.3 91 

1.18 1.2 1.3 1.4 log(v4H) 1.5 1.58 

FIGURE 3. A posteriori estimates Oh in Example 8.2 for uniform 
and adapted meshes 

From this a posteriori information we infer that the numerical results obtained 
in our computations are reasonable: The deformation field uh, the stress field Ch 

and the volume fractions Ah :=A(VUh) (as defined in (6.1)) are plotted in Figs. 
4, 5 and 6 for the finest mesh (also indicated in Fig. 4) with N = 1122 and 2147 
elements. This mesh was generated by Algorithm 2 for k = 6 starting with a regular 
coarse mesh which is a submesh of the finest mesh displayed in Fig. 7, where the 
approximate microstructure region is shown as well. One observes mesh refinements 
towards the boundary of Qhm 0 Q. 

For comparison we also ran Algorithm 2 with a different irregular mesh and 
obtained the mesh and the microstructure region Qmh in Fig. 8, where the approx- 
imation to Fm := &m m Q is emphasized. The approximation of Fm is very similar 
in Fig. 7 and 8 and indicates that Fm may be a curve (which is an open question). 
In both cases we have a high refinement near Fm suggesting some non-smoothness 
of the solution u which is not obvious from the displacement plot in Fig. 4. 

To compare our results with a direct minimisation of Problem (P) we calculated 
an approximation to a discrete minimiser (at least some approximation to a solution 
of the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations) as shown in Fig. 9 on a fine uniform mesh 
with h = 1/20, E1/2o = 1.38432, N = 441; also shown is an enlargement of a portion 
of the solution on a finer mesh with h =1/80, E1/8o = 1.31266, N = 6561. 
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Deformation 

Level= 6 from: I to: 2147K 

1.27 

0.0139 

x~~~ X 1 

FIGURE 4. Deformation uh in Example 8.2 

The macroscopic displacement field seems to coincide with the one in Fig. 4 while 
we see oscillations depicting Qm. However, the microstructure region predicted by 
Fig. 9 is not sharp. As the energy for (Ph) with N = 6561 is much bigger than 
Eh = 1.26811 obtained for (RPh) with N = 1122 we cannot exclude the possibility 
that there is a better discrete minimiser of (Ph), it is uncertain if the numerical 
result is reliable. 

To summarise the comparison, the relaxed problem is easier and cheaper to solve, 
the numerical results appear more stable, detailed and reasonable. Moreover the 
method is applicable to any geometry and with irregularly adapted meshes. 
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Stress field 

yl 

~~~~~~ 67 
y 33 .6... 

0 x 

FIGURE 5. Stress field Ihl in Example 8.2 
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Volume fractions 

0 X 1 

FIGURE 6. Volume fraction Ah in Example 8.2 
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Microstructure E=1.26811 N=1122 
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Microstructure E=1.27335 N=2688 

Yes 

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 

y ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~No 

0 

0 1 

FIGURE 8. Microstructure on adaptively refined irregular mesh in 
Example 8.2 
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Deformation 
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